
Characters D6 / AL1-L3 (Droid Resistance Soldier)

Name: AL1-L3

Date destroyed: 10 BBY, Kessel (rebuilt)

Class: Protocol droid

Gender: Feminine programming

Sensor color: Yellow

Plating color: White

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 5D

        Brawling Parry: 5D

        Dodge: 5D+1

PERCEPTION: 2D

        Hide: 4D

        Investigation: 4D+2

        Search: 5D

        Sneak: 4D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 3D

        Administration: 5D

        Languages: 7D

        Intimidation: 4D

        Streetwise: 4D+2

STRENGTH: 3D

        Brawling: 5D

MECHANICAL: 2D

        Starship Gunnery: 4D+2

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Security: 4D+2

        Droid Programming/Repair: 5D+1

EQUIPPED WITH:

        Humanoid Body (2 arms, 2 legs, torso, head)

        Sensors (two human-range visual, two auditory)

        Commlink

        Vocabulator

EQUIPMENT:

        AL1-L3 carried two paired, white Glie-44 blaster pistols (4D damage) and wore a striped brown cape

supplied to her by the Droid Gotra as a serape. She used tan and white ablative heat-shielding as a

processor helmet with two small antenna.



FORCE SENSITIVE: N

FORCE POINTS: 2

DARK SIDE POINTS: 3

CHARACTER POINTS: 5

Description: AL1-L3, nicknamed "Allie," was a protocol droid that served in the administrative center of

the Pyke Syndicate's spice mines on the planet Kessel. After witnessing a droid revolution sparked by the

droid L3-37 in 10 BBY, AL1 saw a glimpse of independence that survived in the back of her processors

when she was later scrapped and recycled.

AL1-L3 slowly rebuilt herself and began to work as a cargo hauler for droid clientele. In 35 ABY, she

heeded the called of L3-37's old allies Lando Calrissian and Chewbacca to aid the Resistance in

defeating the First Order and Sith Eternal above the planet Exegol. After the Resistance and its allies

emerged victorious, AL1-L3 returned to the Resistance base on the moon Ajan Kloss to celebrate.

AL1-L3 started out as a protocol droid with feminine programming who was forced to work in the

administrative center of the criminal Pyke Syndicate's spice mines on the planet Kessel. In 10 BBY, she

witnessed a slave and droid uprising within the mine led by the self-made droid, L3-37. Shortly

afterwards, she was scrapped for disobedience and recycled, but slowly rebuilt herself over the decades

and gained more independence. Going by AL1-L3 or "Allie", she began operating as a cargo hauler for

exclusively droid clientele.

In 35 ABY, AL1-L3 was one of many unaffiliated pilots who heeded the Resistance agents Lando

Calrissian and Chewbacca's call for aid in helping to defeat the First Order and Sith Eternal above the

planet Exegol. Calrissian and Chewbacca, who both fought alongside L3-37 in her revolution, guided the

huge fleet of volunteers through the hyperspace anomalies of the Unknown Regions to Exegol, where

they immediately engaged the large Sith Eternal fleet of Xyston-class Star Destroyers.

Shortly after AL1-L3 and her allies arrived, the Sith Lord Darth Sidious disabled the starships of the

Resistance and their allies with a massive burst of Force lightning; however, once he diverted his

attention to fighting the Jedi Rey the ships became operational again and the battle recommenced.

Ultimately the Resistance and its allies triumphed and destroyed the fleet. AL1-L3 was then amongst

those who returned to the Resistance base on the jungle moon Ajan Kloss in order to celebrate. During

the celebration, she walked alone past the droids BB-8 and D-O reuniting before standing with the bounty

hunter Seleno Chandro and pilot Kid Malmash and gesturing animatedly while the pirate Maz Kanata met

with Chewbacca.

Description

AL1-L3 built herself into a bipedal droid with white plating, yellow photoreceptors and a large amount of

exposed internal black components. Seeing L3-37's rebellion offered her a powerful glimpse of an

independent future, and it was this spark of independence that survived in the back of her processors as

she was recycled. 
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